
Our company is looking to fill the role of utilities technician. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for utilities technician

Communicate with supervisors, peers, and production employees
Obtain and utilize information - Observe, receive, and otherwise obtain
information from all relevant sources
Update and use relevant knowledge - Keep up-to-date technically and apply
new knowledge to the job
Think creatively - Develop, design, or create new applications, ideas,
relationships, systems, or products, including artistic contributions
Follows all environmental protocols as applicable
Under minimal to not supervision, performs breakdown and preventive
maintenance of critical utility plant equipment on a regular basis to include,
but not limited to WFI generators, RO systems, pure gas systems (O2, N2,
CO2, AIR), HVAC, chillers, cooling towers boilers, waste systems
Under general to minimal supervision, performs breakdown and preventive
maintenance of critical utility plant equipment on a regular basis to include,
but not limited to WFI generators, RO systems, pure gas systems (O2, N2,
CO2, AIR), HVAC, chillers, cooling towers boilers, waste systems
Be an integral team player and leader in continuous improvement projects
where appropriate, providing the necessary technical and strategic leadership
for project success
Occasionally, operators must work during emergencies
Past experience in JULIE locates

Qualifications for utilities technician

Example of Utilities Technician Job Description
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Knowledge and experience with national electrical code and the ability to
diagnose and repair utilities distribution equipment and electrical circuits,
well house chemical pumps, control circuits, condensate pumps, PLCs
instrumentation installation and repair, lighting systems and alarm systems
May be required to squat up to 1 hour
May be required to climb (use step stools and ladders) up to 1 hour
May be required to reach above/below the shoulder up to 1 hour
May be required to kneel up to 1 hour
May be required to twist at the neck/waist up to 1 hour


